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About This Game

Mausoleum of the Medusa is a love song to brutal, old-school arena combat. Perseus and Medusa are trapped in a
deathmatch--but the gods raise them from the dead! Put on a good show to break the cycle and be rewarded!

Old-School Depth meets Modern Design

Slay Medusa with faster light strikes or slower power attacks! The clock is ticking!

Charge your sword to illuminate the dark--but at the cost of mobility!

Respawn via a seamless in-game mechanic--never break your pace!

Discover your playstyle and learn how to defeat Medusa in First Blood mode

Compete for the top spot on Steam's leaderboard in Arcade Mode

Other Features

Free! (not freemium)

Runs on Windows, OSX, and Linux
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All-original pixel art, music, and sound design

Medusa is a passion project by two guys in love with Dark Souls, the original Legend of Zelda, pixel art, and Clash of the
Titans!
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mausoleum of the medusa

Pretty fun little free game, you've got nothing to lose trying it. The text scroll at the beginning and the wild aesthetic style do a
great job of setting up a tone very fast. Very simple though, got first place on the leaderboards with 21 minutes of time ingame
lol.. Nice idea, absolutely terrible gameplay. The concept is simple and nice, but the game is unplayable and unerving so much
the game mechanics are bad.. WTF!!

. A very boring boss fighting sim. Same thing over and over again with the speed of the boss and the amount of projectiles
slowly being increased over and over again. Ok for free, but will only last you about 5 min.. I had no idea what or how to play
the game they just throw you in to a arena with a crazy person throwing mom's blue sphaghetti.. this stupid ♥♥♥♥ing piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥game. Fun game, glad I got to play it during the time my internet was down, hehe.
Very short and challenging at first, but when you get in the flow, it's done in like 20 minutes. I reviewed the game at the
greenlight, and I'm happy for the developer it got released.. You can hit the enemy even if not facing it.. Great, fun game, evil
AF.
Can't wait for what else this studio does!. I really loved the pixelated style. The game was simple but for some reason, I hade a
hard time with this one. I do recommend that you play it because it is very interesting and has a good concept. I hope you get
further than I did.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q13qJGETv00
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Very simple and straightforward game. What I really liked was how challenging it was to actually defeat Medusa with her
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Also, I find the charge attack to be a bit pointless, seeing as it's already difficult enough to hit her. Then
again, there's always a way, and clearly I didn't find it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0APD17gVcSU. I thought this game was okay, for about 5 minutes, upon which time I beat
it. I was erxcepting some kind of story, some dungeon crawling, fighting monsters, something. No, it's just a 1-on-1 with
Medusa, with every attack, both your's and her's being a knockout. Boring. The only variation is on Medusa's health, and you
can't even increase that beyond then as of a few weeks ago, when I deleted this game.

Maybe come back when there's more content. Maybe.. Graphically simplistic, but with frighteningly fast gameplay. You run
around as a gladiator trying not to get killed by Medusa and her evil bolts that she fires at you. She seems surprising hard to kill
and will kill you just by being anywhere near you, but with a little bit of practise, she most likely can be defeated.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay https://youtu.be/LhCZThH1M9I. Very surprised how simple but fun this is. It's
aboutg 10-15 min of free gameplay and I'm OK with that. It's skill based and hitting Medusa is close to pixel perfect.

Obligitory video,
https://youtu.be/ExbE_NhDyeg. i'm a good fighter fighting the world. You can hit the enemy even if not facing it.. Short but
fun, with a dark setting... also the soundtrack is nice :) 7*10. It's a fun game, but there's really not much to it at all. At the most,
it's a fun time waster.. This is a really short game to play for 2~3 minutes, it has some really well done pixl art (but has
inconstancies in animation and hitboxes) that's worth only your first playtime because of repetition takes over.

Unfortunally, the developers doesn't understand what thes have made with the game, we have a wrong name -first blood for a
minimum 3 kills... what?) and arcade mode that is more of the same but not counts for the leaderbords... ok, if not had a heavy
RGN element on spawns to quick kills. The developers didn't notice that and a added a absurd achievment to beat their time
(~42 sec).

Your download probably have ended now, so go play it! Unless you are a perfectionist achievment hunter. I regret the litte
amount of time spent on this boring game.
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